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The Cooperative Campaign in Rural Areas and the Third Path：Debate and Reflections 180
Yan Hairong & Chen Hangying
Abstract：A cooperative campaign is now in full momentum in China. There are a lot of controversies going on
behind it. Some suggest that we should instead promote specialized cooperatives among the farmers. Some dis-
miss the majority of the mushrooming cooperatives as“fake.”Some propose to take the comprehensive farming
associations in Japan，South Korea and Taiwan as our models. These controversies are not just relevant to the ag-
ricultural cooperative，they bear upon the debate over China’s path of development. In 1930s，an agricultural
cooperative campaign was also prevalent in China，which was accompanied by furious debates among the intel-
lectuals over China’s future. This paper brings the views and arguments of the intellectuals in these two periods
concerning the development of rural cooperative into comparison. We find that the two cooperative campaigns
bear similarity with each other in terms of social cognition，judgement of social nature，and the appeal for social
reform. We also find that both campaigns are faced with structural predicament. As Chinese rural areas are un-
dergoing rapid transformation，a review of the debate in 1930s will give us inspiration in addressing current is-
sues.
Keywords：fake cooperative，rural differentiation，Liang Shuming
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Simulacra of Ethnic Festival and Expression of Political Significance：An Anthropological Research
on Gatangpa Festival in China，Myanmar and Laos 202
Ma Chongwei & Zhang Yulong
Abstract：Gatangpa has been a village-based festival of the Hani/Akha ethnic minority. During the festival，vil-
lagers would celebrate the new year，pay tribute to ancestors，and settle the village account. Now，the new
Gatangpa festival sponsored by the Xishuangbanna government has been modified as a cultural icon showcasing
ethnic unity，ethnic cultural heritage，and social development. It is actually a simulacrum of the sponsor’s imag-
ination about Gatangpa. The new Gatangpa festivals in the Chinese societies in Myanmar and Laos are simulacra
of the Gatangpa of the Hanis in China. All these Gatanpa festivals in different countries may bear some formal
similarity，but they are radically different in terms of targeted appeal and political expression.
Keywords：the Gatangpa festival，the Hani/Akha ethnic group，Myanmar，Laos
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